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QUESTION 1

How could an administrator save changed objects in directories for a specified date and time range? 

A. Use the QSavDir API and specify the date and time range as variables. 

B. Use the SAV command and specify the date and time range for the CHGPERIOD parameter. 

C. Use the SAVCHG command and specify the date and time range for the PERIOD parameter. 

D. Use the SAVCHGOBJ command and specify the date and time range for the REEDATE and REETIME parameters. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

In addition to the objects in the /home directory, what additional objects are saved when SAV OBJ ((`/ home/\\'
*INCLUDE)) is used? 

A. Sub-directoriesObjects in the sub-directories 

B. Sub-directoriesOmitting objects in the sub-directories 

C. Security assignmentsOmitting sub-directories and their objects 

D. Sub-directoriesObjects in the sub-directoriesSecurity assignments 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator needs to restore a physical file DATALIB/SMALLFILE from a Save 21 backup of library DATALIB.
DATALIB has several hundred large database files plus other objects. The administrator has the job log and output from
the last full save of DATALIB. What should the administrator do to restore SMALLFILE in the shortest time? 

A. Run the RST command for object "/QSYS.LIB/DATALIB.LIB/SMALLFILE.FILE" 

B. Delete SMALLFILE, run RSTLIB specifying *NEW objects, and specify library DATALIB as the starting library. 

C. Run RSTLIB for library DATALIB specifying the position parameter for SMALLFILE in library DATALIB from the
output of the save. 

D. Run RSTOBJ for DATALIB/SMALLFILE specifying the position and sequence number for SMALLFILE in library
DATALIB from the output of the save. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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Given the output below from the EDTOBJTAUT (Edit Object Authority) command, what does it mean when the *PUBLIC
authority for that object is set to *AUTL? 

A. Only the users on the AGILE list can access the object. 

B. The \\'PUBLIC object authority is obtained from the AGILE \\'PUBLIC authority. 

C. The "PUBLIC object authority is the same as the AGILE owner\\'s "PUBLIC authority. 

D. A user with authorization list management permissions has object management permissions 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the correct command to save objects which are stored in the root file system? 

A. SAV 

B. SAVES 

C. SAVDLO 

D. SAVOBJ 

Correct Answer: A 
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